INTRODUCTION
A model world, in which both SU (6) and the Poincare algebra are exact symmetries, has a very large symmetry algebre indeed, namely
where j is the Poincare algebra and $ is a non-corapaot algebra that contains SL(6, C) as a subalgebra. He consider the simplest case, For physical applications "we need the reduction of the tensor bases according to the compact subalgebra SU(6)p t where the subscript tf means that this subalgebra includes the algebra of the little group for momentum p . In the rest system this is the SU(6) of Gfirsey and
Radicati. In an arbitrary system the reduction of the baryon "basis There remains to express these currents in termn of SU(6)p tensors ilf(f) and SU (6) . / tensors V(^) • This is carried out in this paper to the lowest non-vanishing order in the momenta.
THE VERTEX TO LOWEST ORDER IN MOMENTUM
We shall introduce the SU(6) tensors in two different ways.
THe SU(6)p tensor 1^"V^> is related to the SU (6) 
+1
The terms'in the first line have an F/j> ratio of 25/3, not very much unlike various models that take this coupling to "be pure F
The terms in the second line may he important in the analysis of Taaryon-haryon scattering. The most important conclusion that can "be drawn from these expressions is that X cannot he too close to zero; that is, M cannot he too close to the limits -2 or -3 set "by unitarity.
